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Kanji, Fire, and Luther

Making sense of kanji with one of his tutors, Sato-sensei.

"Dan? What does this kanji mean?” I'm having limited success deciphering the complicated squiggles
on our new microwave using Google Translate. (Let me tell you, it’s not easy “writing” kanji on the
computer screen with a mouse pad.)
“Hmmm, how many strokes does it have?” He counts the strokes because his kanji dictionary first
categorizes kanji by strokes and then further by radicals (“parts”). He recognizes the first radical.
“Fire,” he pronounces. Before you know it, he has it all translated.
What really gets Dan fired up is studying kanji from his father’s old Japanese Luther’s
catechism these days, though, — a decision he and his instructors made this summer.
On the first day Dan was worried that this addition was causing undue work for Wakuri-sensei, his
other tutor, after catching a glimpse of her extensive catechism notes. “Oh, no, not at all!” was her
response. It appears she is enjoying her introduction to the catechism almost as much as Dan is to be
studying it!
Dan is also learning liturgical kanji these days -- which includes the Lord's Prayer. Dan is fired up in
his studies for the busy weeks and months ahead — all in preparation for teaching theology at the
Japan Lutheran Seminary.
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Fergus Falls folks — do you recognize one of your own in the group photo? Yes, Abby Gerold
with her daughter! We were happy to connect with her and other Americans Saturday afternoon
this month when we visited Yokota Air Base in Fussa.
Sundays are still reserved for visiting congregations of the Japan Lutheran Church. Last
Sunday we visited Roppongi Lutheran Church. Pictured is the Bible Study we sat in on that
day -- in Japanese, naturally.
And what else is Dan up to, you ask? Well, he has plenty of irons in the fire. In fact, Dan
unpacked three more boxes of books yesterday related to his work as theological education
facilitator outside of Japan.
"Now I can start on my Philo paper!" he exclaimed. He'll be presenting a paper in Hong Kong
at their annual fall O.T. Theology Conference. Never a dull moment.

THANK YOU!
We couldn’t do it without
your prayers and support!

Kimono Party — Dress Up Time!
Although my daughters regularly dressed up in Grandma Jastram's kimonos when they where
young (Grandma had been a missionary for over 20 years, after all), this was my first
experience. After we slipped into our kimonos we had a little tea party. We would’ve also
promenaded outside in our beautiful attire that day, but alas, the rain kept us inside.
MORE NEWS.
A BIG DEAL for me was to have the Japan Lutheran College's president state that he had “a
dream — no, hope” of me working as a clinical psychologist with English-speaking people
some day. There’s plenty of need here! It’s a challenge to live in a foreign culture, being far
from family, learning new ways and a new language.
Dan and I are committed to the work and am glad to be your hands and feet in carrying out the
Great Commission. Thank you for keeping us in your prayers!
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